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FASHION
FORWARD
REIMAGINED WITH A MODERN PANACHE, A MEDITERRANEAN
HOME RECEIVES A SOPHISTICATED MAKEOVER.
INTERIOR DESIGN / GRAHAM VEYSEY,
GOOD BONES DESIGN BY GRAHAM VEYSEY
ARCHITECTURE / MICHAEL PERRY, MP DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE, INC.
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Allowing the white Venetian
plaster walls to take center stage
in the entryway and stairwell of
her clients’ Palm Beach home,
designer Graham Veysey opted
to keep the decor accents simple
and elegant by adding a set of
hanging Vistosi pendants from
Suite NY. The iron stair railing is
from Allied Aluminum & Railing
and the circular artwork is by
Christophe Caignon from Michael
Dawkins Gallery in New York.

H

omeowners Kate and Jim Clark knew it was
“the one” the moment they laid eyes on a 1928
Mediterranean villa that was just blocks from
their beloved Breakers hotel in Palm Beach,
where they’d long vacationed. But, from the
start, the Connecticut couple warned their designer, Graham
Veysey, that she would have to look past the home’s
quirky lion toilets and swan-shaped faucets. Veysey, who’d
recently completed the Clarks’ residence up north, was ripe
and ready for the challenge. “Right off the bat, we started
brainstorming concepts,” says the designer.
It was immediately clear that heavy materials and
unnecessary ornamentation were distracting from the
home’s more pleasing aspects—its unique tower, the
lovely curved windows, and a generous, gallery-like foyer.
A much-needed renovation would have to remove bulky
stone trim on the exterior; replace dark Spanish floor tile
with pale hardwood; and banish the scrolling, rust-colored
iron stair rails in favor of simple, linear black metal. All the
wall trim and moldings, furthermore, would give way to
seamless Venetian plaster—a request from Kate. “I love that
she wanted to incorporate an old-world technique, but in
a simplified way,” Veysey says.
However, before the designer could initiate any of these
changes, the entire structure had to be gutted and rebuilt.
“The house was definitely not constructed up to standards,”
says residential designer Michael Perry noting its “hodgepodge” framing and unsound infrastructure. Since the
house predates the island’s lot restrictions, builders Paul
Courchene and Roger Ogilbee had to proceed carefully
to maintain its size. “We replaced the walls 8 feet at a time,
section by section, so we could rebuild the home in place,”
Ogilbee says. And although the new house looks nearly
identical to the old one, he adds, “basically nothing stayed.”
The new layout retained the location and gracious
dimensions of the original entry gallery, living room, dining

“THE BLUE COLOR
ISN’T HEAVY—
IT’S THE PERFECT
JUXTAPOSITION OF
COZY YET FRESH.”
–GRAHAM VEYSEY
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room and adjacent den. The designer’s brilliant idea of
flipping the placement of the home’s rear kitchen and
family room created an improved flow, and consolidating
two upstairs bedrooms enlarged the master suite.
Using her go-to hue, Veysey infused the interiors with
various shades of blue. “Blue pretty much becomes my
white,” says Veysey. “We tried to use the color as a thread
throughout the house to create consistency.” Nearly every
room has a variation of dusty blue and chalky white, while
accents of chartreuse, pink and greige add definition
to specific spaces. From Kate’s perspective as a former
designer for Johnnie-O and buyer at Ralph Lauren, the
approach reminded her of building fashion collections.
Every runway season brings a new concept, she says:
“You’re thinking of each room as its own delivery or its
own idea.” For example, in the living room, she says, “I
really wanted it to feel like a Brunello Cucinelli catalogue,”
pointing to the brand’s understated looks, use of subtle
colors and sumptuous fabrics.
Likewise, Veysey chose bouclé wool, silk, velvet and
chenille for the seating—fabrics not typically utilized in South
Florida’s climate. “The blue color isn’t heavy—it’s the perfect
juxtaposition of cozy yet fresh.” The designer describes
Kate’s personal style as “luxurious with an edge—she
likes to have fun,” and this is illustrated through the funky
light fixtures adorning the house, the gigantic Curtis Jere
sunglasses sculpture near the gallery-like foyer, and a vivid
series of 12 screen-printed lips by Donald Robertson in the
family room. Following those cues, Veysey suggested
using bold copper hardware on the kitchen’s glossy white
cabinetry. “I was bracing for a, ‘No!’ when I suggested the
copper, but instead I got a, ‘Yes!’ ” Veysey says, laughing.
Landscape architect Keith Williams also incorporated
unexpected elements in the exterior design. “We wanted
to infuse a bit more of a contemporary edge design-wise,”
says Williams, noting a playful checkerboard of stone and
synthetic grass on the motor court, a sleek new lap pool
and a tailored lawn framed in colorful flowering shrubs,
climbing bougainvillea and guava trees. And unlike many
homes on Palm Beach that are hidden behind towering
hedges, the front garden and driveway are exposed. “The
original hedges felt a little too dark and heavy, and we
wanted to get more light into the house,” Williams says,
which Perry made easier with the addition of more windows
and French doors.
After years of traveling to Palm Beach as hotel guests,
the Clarks and their five children from previous marriages—
both young and grown—can finally settle into a home that
represents the couple’s shared sense of sophistication and
whimsy. “It was really, really fun to put our own stamp on
it,” Kate says. “Graham’s just a rock star—and she totally
gets me.”

“I wanted the house to feel crisp
and fresh, but it still had to feel
cozy,” says Veysey. For the living
room, she created a channel-tufted
sofa in a Kravet velvet and accent
chairs in bouclé wool by Holland &
Sherry. The hand-knotted silk rug
is by J.D. Staron. Veysey designed
the sconces through Urban
Electric Co., and the silkscreen
prints are by Carole Feuerman.
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Veysey went modern in the dining
room to contrast with the home’s
more traditional architecture. The
Bolle Collection chandelier is from
Suite NY; the Beckett dining chairs
are from Room in Greenwich,
Connecticut; and the cerused-whiteoak tabletop by Greenwich Custom
Furniture sits on a metal base by
Julian Chichester. The custom
hide rug is by Landry & Arcari.
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Above: Lucite barstools from
Mecox Gardens in the kitchen
are covered in a Potalla by Alan
Campbell matte vinyl fabric through
Quadrille. The custom cabinetry was
fabricated by Lucia International,
and the marble countertops and
backsplash are from Ceramic Matrix.
Left: The kitchen’s airy ambience
pops with a touch of glamorous
copper hardware by Wilmette
Hardware. The sink fittings are by
Dornbracht and the range hood
is from Ferguson Enterprises.
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Above: A custom sleeper sofa for
overflow guests in the den wears
a textured Arris linen blend in Sky
by Jane Churchill and a Vanguard
armchair is covered in Marbled
Stripe by Rebecca Atwood. The
entire home’s upholstery and
drapery fabrication was completed
by Top of the Line Drapery
in Stamford, Connecticut.
Left: Textured chartreuse accents
punctuate the tranquil den area
outfitted with chic lacquered walls
in Brittany Blue by Benjamin Moore.
An Arteriors light fixture hangs over
custom ottomans in Romeo velvet
by Lee Jofa detailed with Samuel
& Sons trim. Sitting atop the accent
tables by Jonathan Adler are Dara
Table Lamps from Mr. Brown.
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Above: Hermès’ Jardin d’Osier wallpaper in Emeraude adds depth to the powder room near
the entry, while an Arteriors mirror adds geometrical dimension. The floating sink is by Wetstyle
and the faucet is Dornbracht in a champagne-gold finish, all from Ferguson Plumbing.
Opposite: A print series, Lip Bomb, by Donald Robertson anchors the family room area across from the
kitchen. The custom armchairs and ottoman were designed by Good Bones; the chairs are dressed in
Robert Allen Royal Chenille fabric and the ottoman showcases Tiburon faux leather from Innovations.
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The master bedroom is enveloped in cozy textures including silk Tencel carpeting from
J.D. Staron, a Thibaut grass-cloth wallcovering and wool flannel draperies by Holland &
Sherry. The custom, channel-tufted bed is covered in chunky woven Heritage by Holly
Hunt fabric in Ice Grey with a shaggy Mongolian hair-on-hide pillow by Moore & Giles.

The master bathroom’s MTI
tub with Dornbracht fittings
from Ferguson Plumbing
creates a dramatic statement
against a wall of Estrella Be
Bop tile by Artistic Tile.
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Above: Bougainvillea crawls up the
arched openings to a covered terrace
that supports the master-suite balcony.
French doors by Palm Beach Windows
& Doors open to the precast terrace,
which was installed by Suncoast Stone.
Right: The greenery scheme designed
by landscape architect Keith Williams
was planted and installed by Landco
Landscape & Maintenance, Inc., while
Top Notch Pools built the lap pool and
spa. The outdoor dining table, chairs and
chaise lounges are all RH; the umbrella
is Santa Barbara Designs; and the white
accent table is from Mecox Gardens.
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